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TWIMC,
I hereby submit this email to the senate enquiry on the epic failure of Census
2016, further to earlier information on top of that provided to The PM., and other
politicians(ALP and Greens,Xenophon) and to add to the personal phone call I
made to the Minister Responsible office.(I have the details)
In short the risks and flaws as exposed (prior to census night) by learned
scholars,the legal profession and millions on concerned Australian citizens led me
to the conclusion that our personal data was not safe,nor private.Further I have
already lost personal data via the ACCC 'secure' website, our ISP site,(email
accounts hacked extensively and multiple times.Ebay,Paypal and others) so I
have no reason to conclude any ABS site is safe from hacking.Nor do I
necessarily support them selling our data without permission.I shall not be
completing the census this year and it is highly unlikely I will engage in future
ones.The data available for our household in other areas precludes the need to
claim we need to be harvested.
I would like to attach further docs supporting my submission.I will await permission
and instructions to do so.
I also give my permission for my emails to various politicians to be included if
requested.And also the conversation with the Ministers office.As I have already
indicated in many ways to others, ,my main gripe is the unconstitutional power
which allows the ABS to bankrupt citizens to force/coerce or bully them into
compliance.
Further I had declared our non-compliance before the census night and it was an
emphatic and resolute NO,so I believe that for the ABS to harass us for a daily
incremental penalty demonstrates how out of control their power really is.I have
NEVER abstained from a census before.I cannot tolerate bullies.My father fought
in WW2 and became a POW on the Burma Railway protecting our rights and
freedoms from bullies and dictators.I intend to follow his lead by standing up
against these ABS bullies.I will add that NO citizens should be fined for noncompliance,because the massive and intrusive changes to this years Census were
almost virtually hidden from us,by time and by suppression of suitable disclosure.I
am not working, and receive no govt support.So any penalty is likely to be served
out.I cannot and will not compromise the health of our animals to waste $180 per
day on beauracratic blackmail.
Regards,

